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EDITORIAL
		
Chitradurga, a city in Karnataka, has a rich heritage and
is associated with the legendary Onake Obavva. Chitradurga gets its
name from Chitrakaldurga, an umbrella-shaped hill which lies here. It
was also known by the names Chitrakaladurga, and Chittaldurg. The
City is famous for its Fort It is also locally known as Kallina Kote or
Stone Fortress, which is also formed of two Kannada words ‘Kallina’:
"Stone" and Kote: "Fort". Chitradurga is very distinctive with its curious
myths, human dwellings dating back to Stone age, enriched with the
sites of ancient, historical, cultural and religious significance has been
a place with a civilization of thousands of years and an amalgamation
of antiquity and modernisation.
SELCO started its branch in this historical place on 7th December
2004 and almost 25000+ homes have been lit with solar powered home
lighting systems through this branch. Home lights, street lights, lights
for the hostels, solar powered machinery like solar powered roti maker,
milking machine, printers, juicer, fridge and many more useful solar
powered livelihood appliances have been offered to the Chitradurga
locals by the branch.
Through its deep understanding of the ground realities, research
and development of relevant livelihood solutions, sustainable delivery
models and the ability to reach the last mile, it has considerably
impacted the lives of many underserved communities. SELCO’s
interventions in Education, Health, Financial inclusion have given rays
of hope to a lot of policymakers and stakeholders in the development
sector because of the branch's dedication. The emphasis has always
been on the end-user which makes the branch’s operations replicable
and its solutions fit into any context of the world irrespective of the
geography.
The impact of the branch's work cannot be quantified and it is not
justified to put a number to its commitment. Every member of the
branch deserves this appreciation. Every member in the remotest of
the branch is a soldier who strives hard day in and day out to represent
the poor and protect its rights in every possible manner. We have tried
to recognise these efforts of Chitradurga branch and impact of RMB
at Tamilnadu in the edition.
We sincerely hope the reader would enjoy reading this edition of
Sunchalana.
STRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONS TEAM, SELCO
January 2021
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THE JOURNEY ...

S

ELCO stepped
into the fort land
of Kar nataka in
the year 2004. Due to
irregular power cuts, the
villagers would depend
on kerosene lamps and
candles. When we carried the idea of
solar power to the villages, there were
many questions about the solar panels,
the unfamiliar products, the warranty,
service and the trustworthiness of the
company. This situation was challenging
but we couldn't step back so we had
solar energy demonstrations at villages
in conjunction with banks association
organizations by conducting solar units
service camp and a lot of solar awareness
programs. We had to pull our shoes to
create awareness among villagers so we
took bank managers to the hamlets and
made villagers aware of the inevitability
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and financial implication of solar energy.
As a result of this, the branch, which was
started in 2004 by just 3 people, has now
provided shelter to 15 employees,16
Business Associates,11 Sewa Bandu,not
only that it also gave many employees to
different branches.
Initially installing lighting systems
for 200 households in a year was
challenging,But today, with the diligence
of all our colleagues and the cooperation
of seniors, we now install more than 2000
systems and our branch annual turnover
is almost 5 crore. From the past 17 year
the branch has more than 25000 satisfied
customers. Of course 17 years of journey
was not a easy one, definitely there were
ups and downs like a rollercoster ride
but we made sure all the downs and
mistakes were rectified and now thats
were we stand. We are proud! We are
proud that we have reached many un

Before joining SELCO
I switched a lot of
jobs, because for me
satisfaction is the prime
factor. But in SELCO
along with drawing
my salary I have the
satisfaction of doing
something good for
society. In Fact I feel very
proud to be part of the
SELCO family.
AJJAIAH
Manger
Chitradurga Branch
n

electrified areas with solar lights. We
are proud that we have been part of
creating a lot of women entrepreneurs
in Chitradurga. We are proud that we
have converted a lot of government
schools into E-shalas. We are proud
that now people are much aware of
solar energy’s importance. We are
proud because of our partners. We are
proud but this is not all. Our journey is
very long. We still have to reach a lot of
them. Our achievement credits goes to
all the people of Chitradurga.
Seeking the same support from
all of you, let's continue our mission
on promoting solar energy and
electrifying all the nooks and corners of
Chitradurga. I would also like to thank
all my colleagues and all my seniors
who have been and are my backbone
in this movement.
MANJUNATH BHAGWAT
AREA MANAGER, SELCO

I am very pleased with
the organisation. I've
been working here for
5 years. I enjoy what I
do, and am surrounded
by a fantastic team who
are understanding and
amazing.
LAVANYA
Office Administrator
n

It's almost 4 years since
I joined Chitraduraga
branch as service OA,
each day is a new
opportunity for me. I
never ever realise how
time passes in office.
There is a lot of work to
do but I enjoy it.
HALESH
Office Administrator,
Service branch
January 2021
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JOGI HATTI

J

ogihatti village is located in Challakere
taluk of Chitradurga district in
Karnataka.There are about more
than 250 houses in Jogihatti village. Many
of these families lived in unelectrified
huts with no options to have electricity
connections. The villages mainly lived
on agriculture and the income was not
sufficient. So generations together there
never saw lights at their homes and never
expected that they also could have one.
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Childrens could never study properly
and the dropout outs were increased.
Most of the time people would depend
on kerosene lamps which would harm
their eyes and health too as the whole
house would be filled with the smoke
that comes from kerosene lamps.
Chitradurga branch identified this
village and the villagers' problem, so
under the Canara Bank's Golden Village
Project, nearly two hundred houses

in collaboration with MYRADA were
provided with home light systems and were
installed at the same time. The generation
which was deprived of electricity now saw
light at their homes and the happiness
on their face was priceless. This project
encouraged the branch to reach more
and more unelectrified villages and
underprivileged people because SELCO
believes that its everyone's right to have
the basic facilities.
January 2021
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KATTEHOLE
From darkness to light

K

attehole is a tiny village in Hiriyur
taluk of Chitradurga district. It has
not witnessed any development
activities due to the apathy of both local
government officials and politicians. The
village is just two tidy rows consisting
of 35 houses, a school, a temple and a
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large banyan tree under which children
play and men chat.Reaching this village
is a difficult task as there are no proper
approach roads. The village is mostly
unelectrified. But these 200 dwellers
still call this place their home. They have
some goats and grow vegetables.

As the habitat at Kattehole forest
was considered unauthorized so no
government department was ready
to improve the infrastructure in the
village. Consequently, the villagers were
spending sleepless nights for decades.
However, since the last three years, they
have been getting light at night.

The branch identified this remote
village and supplied solar panels through
bank loan and had an opportunity to
electrify the entire village.The solar
panels have been purchased through
the loans provided by the local branch
of Pragathi Gramin Bank. SELCO has
installed 11 solar panels at Kattehole
and is about to install six more panels
in the near future. 20% of the system is
supported by SELCO which is deposited
in the bank, the rest 80% is a loan amount
that has to be repaid by the villagers in 60
equal monthly installments over a period
of 5 years. Each month installment comes
to Rs 250 which is much lesser than the
amount spent on kerosene oil which was
purchased to get light.
January 2021
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Lighting up lives
Boralingayya and his wife Manjamma
who have been living in the village since
thirty years said they never saw light in
their home all these years. They used
to spend nights in dull light emitted by
kerosene lamps, which only accrued huge
quantities of carbon leading to health
hazards. He used to spend about Rs
100 for five litres of kerosene per week.
However, since the installation of the solar
lighting system, milky light emitted by
two CFL bulbs are glowing in his home.
The bulbs were purchased from a loan
provided by the Pragathi Gramin Bank.
Manjula, a housewife who bought a
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solar lighting system for her house said,
“Life has improved since solar lights
were installed at our home. Earlier, we
used to sleep by 7pm but now our life
has changed and we will sleep at 10pm
now,” she added. “Solar lights have not
only brightened our houses but also the
life of our children as they are studying
hard till late night”, she explained.

OUR FRIENDS
OF DEVELOPMENT

Karnataka State Electronics
Development Corporation
Limited (KEONICS) &
Hiriyur MLA Mr. Sudhakar
helped us provide smart
classes for 35 government
high schools.

N

o business can ever be successful without
strong & trustworthy partnerships.
When the Chitradurga branch started
its journey in 2004, Pragathi Krishna Gramin
Bank (Karnataka Grameena Bank) was the first
partner. When we have a motive to electrify
the villages Karnataka Grameena bank was the
support system as there was a lot of financial
problem and lack of awareness among villagers.
So first along with the bank we started giving
awareness on solar and with the help of the
bank we started weekly EMI schemes which
would not be a burden to the villagers. The
result of this was we electrified more than 2000
January 2021 11

houses in and around Chitradurga with
the help of Karnataka Grameena Bank,
Canara Bank and Syndicate Bank. This
relationship made us gain credibility both
among villagers and banks.
We later realized that we can reach more
people through self help groups (SHGs)
and that's when MYRADA partnered with
us with our mission. MYRADA is a nongovernment organisation started in 1968
working in backward and drought-prone
areas. So we reached a lot of SHGs with
help of this NGO and tried creating
awareness on solar energy and the need
for solar solutions. The result was we
could together bring lights in 1000 houses
through solar energy.
From household lighting we also
stepped in to institutional lighting.
We had installed a lighting system for
Chitradurga’s Don Bosco as they were
having evening tuitions . Even Don Bosco
also helped us reach its SHGs to create
awareness. Along with this we had an
opportunity to build a solar powered
technical lab for Don Bosco Tech Society,
Chitradurga.
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When we realized people needed
something more than solar powered
lighting systems. That's when we partnered
with SKDRDP and started introducing
solar power livelihood systems. SKDRDP
helped us and is helping us reach the
untouched villages and villages deprived
of facilities. We have installed around
6000 systems along with SKDRDP which
includes both Lighting system and
livelihood system.
Then we ventured into unique projects.
Acciona windpower provided us with the
opportunity. We installed 5 solar powered
digital education systems and installed 2
high mast street lights. High mast street
light installed for the wind grid station and
this project was indeed a challenging one
but definitely a satisfying project.
Mineral Enterprise Limited (MEL) also
joined us in this journey and partnered
with us to install 15 E-shala in the
Chitradurga district. Karnataka State
Electronics Development Corporation
Limited (KEONICS) & Hiriyur MLA Mr.
Sudhakar helped us provide smart classes
for 35 government high schools.

BEFORE

RESILIENT
MICRO BUSINESS

a hope for rural
entrepreneurs
AFTER

D

ue to Covid-19, several small and
micro businesses are at loss. To
support such businesses, SELCO
has taken a few bold steps and one such
example is Resilient Micro Business (RMB).
RMB helps them rebuild their businesses
by providing basic infrastructure required
to run the business. Mangala would be the
best example from Chitradurga for RMB.
Mangala is a single mother of two
school going children. She owns and runs
a small petty shop from the past 20 years
in a small village of Chitradurga district.
In her shop she sells snacks and tea in the
evenings.Besides the shop, she owns two
autos which have been given out on rent.
The covid-induced lockdown may
have devastated the life of Mangala,
who ran a small shop and canteen at
Nanjayankotige on Huliyur taluk, but with
the support of SELCO’s RMB Mangala is
an independent woman. With support
of SELCO, she has installed a portable

solar powered petty shop and revived
her business.
The shop has solar powered photocopy
machines, solar powered cold storage
machines and solar powered lights. This
has been helpful to attract customers
through its new design, which will help
her to re-establish her business. Mangala
now has savings around 800rs to 1000rs
per day by which she is supporting her
children's education and rebuilding her
life.
She says” Before, rarely people would
visit my shop as it was not clearly visible or
attractive. Now I have a lot of customers
coming to my shop and also before
my shop was almost in the condition
of collapsing. Because the renovation
helped me diversify my business. Before
I used to sell snacks, cigarettes and some
beverages. Now with having a fridge I'm
able to store a lot more soft drinks and
milk.”
January 2021 13
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W

ith technology evolving at a
fast pace, today the focus has
been on increasing efficiency and
productivity at an industrial level. However,
there has been very little work done on
looking at energy efficiency and needs
of smaller livelihoods and entrepreneurs.
Further, absence of affordable financial
linkages and general lack of access to
markets has deprived many low income
communities from improving their economic
status.
SELCO and all its branches including
the Chitradurga are exploring various
interventions that would establish the role
of renewable energy and energy efficiency
to enhance livelihoods and productivity
through sustainable solutions. Categories of
intervention range from secure livelihoods
to insecure livelihoods that are marginal or
seasonal.

LIVELIHOOD
INTERVENTIONS
IN CHITRADURGA
January 2021 15

district is famous for its Molokal Sarees.
There are looms on the streets of the
entire taluk. But Bangaramma opted for
preparing rotti and selling it. Bangaramma
actually belongs to a small village in
Bijapur. She got married and moved to
her husband's house in Oblalapur. The
husband had absolutely nothing; no
house, no money and no proper job. All
he had were his blind parents and most
of the time villagers would help them with
food and clothes.
Even Bangaramma would go and work
for daily wages like her husband but that
wasn't enough when they had 2 children.
So she brought 2 cows from which she
would milk it and sell. Slowly this business
improved and then she brought 5, even
her husband was helping her. But this was
not all because they wanted more money
for her children's education. As there were
a lot of bank employees and teachers in
Obalapur she started making rotis and
subzi for them and started earning from it.

So far the Chitradurga branch has
completed more than 500 Livelihood
projects which includes solar powered
livelihood machines like photocopy
machine, Sewing Machine, Blower
System, Rope Making Machine, Milking
Machine, Trimmer System, Gross Cutter,
Pilfered Rice Machine, Juice Making
Machine and cold storage.
Here is one of the livelihood story of
Obalapur’s Rotti Bangaramma
Bangaramma, better known as Rotti
Bangaramma of Obalapur in Molakalmuru
Taluk of Chitradurga District. Chitradurga
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Now her rottis started having demand
but she couldn't supply as expected. When
she got to know about the Solar powered
rotti rolling machine she approached the
SELCO’s Chitradurga branch office and
brought it with the help of loan.
After this she never looked back.
Now she supplies rotties to major parts
of Karnataka and even Andhra’s border.
Bangaramma says” I could never
be what I am told if I have not
opted for the solar powered roti
rolling machine, even my children
who work in Bengaluru say that
I earn more than them and they
want to come back and help here,
which makes me feel proud”.

INTERVENTIONS IN
EDUCATION
Digital Education project in schools
with decentralized energy source

T

he branch in partnership with Menda
Foundation, Mineral Enterprise
Limited (MEL), KEONICS and old
student association has completed more
than 100 Digital Education Program which
aims to provide a holistic solution that
improves the quality of classroom education
and increases learning effectiveness by
implementing digital educational content
and digital tools powered by solar energy
in rural schools. More than 1000 government
students have been benefited by this digital
education program.
January 2021 17

Hostel lighting program
The branch has installed lighting systems
in more than 75 BCM hostels with the
support of Menda Foundation. The
students in BCM hostel were mostly from
poor and rural backgrounds. Studying in
the night was a nightmare for them. Even
the basic toilet and room lighting were
missing, hence the branch identified this
problem and came up solar power hotel
lighting system where students can study
when ever they want without worrying
about unstable electricity

Computer on Wheel
Along with Don Bosco the branch came
up with a computer on wheel which was
introduced to the villagers of chitradurga.
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This solution aims to impart basic IT
knowledge to village youth and children
from schools. The van can be equipped
with anywhere between 12-20 laptops
and an LCD screen which are powered
by batteries housed in the back of the
Van with a solar panel on the roof of the
van. The project has to be implemented
with a strong nexus with a village council
that helps with the identification of the
students and schools for supporting with
the conduction of the training in terms of
where the van can locate it itself, ensuring
the attendance of the students etc.
The van that started its journey at
Chitradurga with an intention to reach
a minimum of 10,000 children has so far
covered 60 schools and 2,081 children.

TESTIMONIALS BY OUR CHAMPIONS
I always believe in
renewable energy and
solar energy is on the top
so every house of mine is
solar powered and every
new house of mine will
be solar powered. We not
only save money through
solar energy meanwhile we also contribute to
our environment by minimal use of electricity. In
Chitradurga there are a lot of solar companies
which have fancy rates for the same products
that SELCO sells. But I always chose SELCO
over them because of the best service they
provide and that's the most important thing a
customer will expect.

-T Chandregowda
Senior Deputy Manager,
KOF- Regional office Chitraduga (Customer)

I knew SELCO even before
coming to Chitradurga,
because the relationship
between SKDRDP and
SELCO is that old and
strong. We both are
working together in
protecting nature by
creating awareness on using solar energy. So
far we have installed more than 6000 lighting
systems. And what makes me happy is that we
are part of the process where people generate
their own electricity at their homes without
depending on anyone and through sustainable
means.

I can proudly say that the
SELCO Solar has changed
my life. Being a widow and a
mother of 2 girls I had a tough
life. My earnings would depend
on the rotis which I would make
and sell. But I couldn't fulfill the
demand and was in the fear of
losing customers, upon that I
also had physical pain. After
opting for a solar powered roti
rolling machine, my business
has improved and moreover
I can prepare rotis any time
without any fear of physical pain
and power cuts.

- Padma
Chitradurga (Customer)

Dinesh M
SKDRDP District Director - Chitradurga
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IMPACT OF RMB
IN TAMILNADU
Covid - 19 pandemic has devastated everyone's life in one or the
other way. Most affected ones were small business and street
vendors. So SELCO has joined them in rebuilding their business
through its initiative of Resilient Micro Business (RMB).RMB helps
them rebuild their businesses by providing basic infrastructure
required to run the business.
Here are the 2 stories of RMB impact in Tamilnadu.

Rebuilding the life
of a transgenderd
couple

T

he first married transgenderd
couple of Tamil Nadu Preethisha
and Prem live in Chennai. Preetisha
previously worked as a domestic helper
and a street vendor who sold bangles in
Pune and further moved to Delhi where
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she danced at weddings. Prem made a
living by repairing watches, making up
to INR 15000 per month. The couple was
identified by Periferry, an organisation
that works on employment opportunities
for transsexuals, helping them get a job
at Uber Eats.
She and her husband used to work
with ‘Uber eats’ as delivery executives and
were earning good.But they lost their job

Testimonial

and started a beverage shop in March,
2020. The shop was shut down, due to
lockdown, within a few days. Post that
they started a tea/coffee business from
their home kitchen. Preetisha carries tea
and coffee in a flask and goes to a nearby
market at 2:30 am and stays there for 2
hours. There, she sells tea/coffee at INR
10 per cup. Majority of her customers are
daily wage laborers. She carries flasks
and other necessary materials on her
scooty. She has some already established
linkages with the shops in the area where
in afternoons and evenings she supplies
1-2 liters of tea/coffee to them. Totally
Preetisha is able to generate an income
of INR 10,000 per month.

“Our situation was bad, we tried
everything just to make some money.
During the lockdown the only way
to make some money was going to
the nearby bus stand and selling tea
and coffee. With the mini food truck,
I do not have to depend on anyone.
I could do everything by myself.
Driving around the food truck would
give us visibility to our brand and
hopefully we grow.”

- Preethisha, Tamil Nadu
But they have their own limitations.
On an average Preetisha needs to move
around 2-3 kilometers to sell the beverages
and finds it difficult to transport the items
and finds it challenging to maintain the
quality of beverages as they demand to
be served hot. Through this mode she is
able to generate INR 500 via such sales.
Moving around on feet with flasks of tea
and coffee has its limitation of being able
to provide and carry only certain fixed
quantities.
To solve the couples problem SELCO
came up with the solution by providing
the technology and infrastructure support
and addressing the particular needs
of Preetisha, a 3 wheeled vehicle, with
modifications to convert it into a mini food
truck along with a solar powered fridge
and light was provided for her business.
Along with that SELCO also helped in
setting up an online social media page
along with designing the menu card for
the mini food truck. Now the intervention
has helped Preetisha to increase her scale
of operation thus resulting in increased
incomes.
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SUPPORTING
MICROBUSINESS
THROUGH WOMEN
EMPOWERMENT

A

rumugawalli lives in Sikkal Taluk
of Ramnad district of Tamilnadu,
with her husband Anand who is
employed at an NGO and has two school
going children. She has been running the
tailoring shop for the last 14 years and
has employed two others as well. And
two years ago, she also started a beauty
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parlor adjacent to her tailoring shop, For
which she received training from ‘Rural
Self Employment Training Institute’. Both
her shops are rented.
Before the pandemic she used to
make INR 12,000 and INR 3,000 per
month from the tailoring unit and the
beauty parlor respectively. The lockdown

Testimonial
“My parlour was not functional for
6 months due to COVID-19. Even
though there were queries coming
my way for makeup for marriages
and the other in house services, I was
hesitant to go as I feared falling sick.
Since the lockdown has been lifted
I have opened my parlour, but poor
infrastructure and facilities is often
the reason why people do not come
in. I am hoping with the renovation
and other facilities incorporated my
parlours business improves.”

- Arumugawalli, Tamil Nadu
brought her business to a halt and
since the lockdown has been lifted her
business has begun to pick up. But the

parlor is the only one in the locality and
is placed close to a local college there is
immense market potential.

demand has significantly reduced from
before. Now she wants to upgrade
the parlor to cover the loss of income
suffered throughout the months during
lockdown.Currently, she is only able to
offer basic services at her parlour, due
to infrastructure limitations. Since her

To solve the couples
problem SELCO
came up with the
solution by providing
the technology and
infrastructure support
l i k e s o l a r p o w e re d
trimmer, lights, fan
and grooming tools
and with some built
restructuring. This
would help her modify
her current parlour by
creating designated
areas for various
services. Along with the assistance in
designing the parlour menu card and
hoardings were also provided. Now
the modification and upgrading of the
parlour have enhanced her income and
have helped her cover up the losses
suffered in the past few months.
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SELCO SOLAR LIGHT PVT.LTD.

# 690, 15 Cross, 2nd Phase, J.P.Nagar, Bengaluru - 560078
Phone: 080- 26493144. networkingteam@selco-india.com
th
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